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Abstract
We consider the Elrod-Adams model extending the classical lubrication Reynold equation to the case of the
possible presence of a cavitation region. We show that the behaviour of the pressure and saturation depends
crucially of the behaviour of the separation h(t, x, y) among the two surfaces. In particular, we exhibit some
simple formulations for which we prove (rigorously) that a cavitation region is formed instantaneously (even for
initially saturated flows). Some numerical experiences are also given. To cite this article: J.I. Dı´az, S. Martin, ...
Re´sume´
Sur la formation instantane´e de la cavitation en lubrification hydrodynamique. Nous conside´rons le
mode`le d’Elrod-Adams, qui permet d’e´tendre l’e´quation de Reynolds (classiquement utilise´e en lubrification) a` la
prise en compte de la cavitation (formation de bulles de gaz). Nous montrons que le comportement de la presion
et de la saturation du lubrifiant de´pend, de manie`re cruciale, du comportement de la distance entre les deux
surfaces h(t, x, y). En particulier, nous e´tablissons deux formulations simples pour lesquelles nous e´tablissons (ri-
goureusement) qu’une zone cavite´e se forme instantane´ment (y compris a` partir d’une situation initiale totalement
sature´e). Des re´sultats nume´riques sont e´galement pre´sente´s. Pour citer cet article : J.I. Dı´az, S. Martin, ...
Version franc¸aise abre´ge´e
On s’inte´resse a` un proble`me a` frontie`re libre issu de la the´orie de la lubrification. La mode´lisation
d’un e´coulement mince en re´gime transitoire est ge´ne´ralement base´e sur l’e´quation de Reynolds. Afin de
prendre en compte les phe´nome`nes de cavitation (apparition de bulles de gaz dans l’e´coulement liquide,
a` pression constante), on utilise le mode`le d’Elrod-Adams, qui introduit une non-line´arite´ spe´cifique, par
l’interme´diaire d’une inconnue supple´mentaire. Ce mode`le s’e´crit :
∂t (θh)− div
(
h3∇u
)
= v ∂x (θh) , u ≥ 0, θ ∈ H(u), sur QT = (0, T )× Ω. (1)
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Ici, h est la hauteur normalise´e entre les deux surfaces qui confinent l’e´coulement (donne´e du proble`me),
v est la vitesse de cisaillement (constante) du dispositif, u est la pression dans le film mince (inconnue du
proble`me), θ est la saturation locale de la phase liquide et H de´signe le graphe de Heaviside.
Bien que ce proble`me soit bien pose´, l’e´tude de ce mode`le, conservatif en termes de de´bit, pre´sente un
enjeu majeur dans la mesure ou` la naissance des zones dites cavite´es (les ensembles tels que u = 0) est un
phe´nome`ne mal compris. Le but de cette note est de clarifier les conditions d’apparition ou de disparition
de la cavitation, a` partir de crite`res ge´ome´triques simples.
The´ore`me 0.1 Supposons qu’il existe ε > 0 tel que
Dth = ∂th+ v ∂xh ≥ ε, sur QT . (2)
Supposons que la condition aux limites suivante est impose´e : u = 0 sur (0, T ) × Γ0, avec Γ0 = {x ∈
∂Ω, n(x) · ex > 0} et Γ+ = ∂Ω \ Γ0. Supposons de plus ‖u‖∞ controˆle´ par une certaine constante qui
de´pend de Ω, h et de ε (voir corps du texte). Alors il existe L ≡ L(h,M, v) > 0 tel que u(t, x, y) = 0 pour
t ∈ (0, T ] et p.p. (x, y) ∈ Ω tel que d((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L. De plus, θ(t, x, y) < 1 pour tout t ∈ (0, v(x− L)] et
p.p. (x, y) ∈ Ω tel que d((x, y),Γ+) > L.
Ce re´sultat e´tablit l’apparition instantane´e de la cavitation sous l’effet de la condition ge´ome´trique, ce qui
est un re´sultat radicalement diffe´rent de ceux obtenus pour des proble`mes paraboliques de type re´action-
diffusion pour lesquels il existe un temps de relaxation pour l’apparition de phe´nome`nes similaires. Par
ailleurs, ce re´sultat est local en temps et ne garantit pas la persistance de zones cavite´es, ce qui sera
illustre´ nume´riquement. Une condition suffisante de non-apparition de la cavitation est e´galement e´tablie.
Celle-ci peut se re´ve´ler fondamentale dans la perspective d’un controˆle local de la cavitation.
The´ore`me 0.2 Supposons
Dth = ∂th+ v ∂xh ≤ 0, sur QT . (3)
De plus, supposons qu’il n’y a pas de cavitation a` l’instant initial. Alors u > 0 sur QT .
Les re´sultats sont e´tablis par comparaison avec des sur-solutions et sous-solutions, construites de
manie`re ade´quate. Par ailleurs, des tests nume´riques permettent d’illustrer l’apparition instantane´e de la
cavitation suivie de sa disparition en temps fini sous l’influence des conditions aux limites.
1. Introduction
The Reynolds equation was already proposed in 1886 to describe the behavior of a viscous flow between
two close surfaces in relative motion [10]. Nevertheless, the pioneering modelling does not take into account
cavitation phenomena: cavitation is defined as the rupture of the continuous film due to the formation of
gas bubbles which makes the Reynolds equation no longer valid in the cavitation area. Since then several
corrections terms were introduced by different authors. In this paper, we use the Elrod-Adams model [9],
introduced in 1975, which assumes that the cavitation region is a liquid-gas mixture giving rise to an
additional unknown variable θ: the liquid saturation in the mixture. If, for the sake of simplicity, we take
as 0 the vapor pressure, then a free boundary may be formed separating two different time-spatial zones:
the “saturated” region, for which u > 0 and θ = 1 (where the classical Reynolds equation holds) and the
“cavitated” region, for which u = 0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 (partial lubrication). Thus, θ describes the local ratio of
the liquid phase between the surfaces. The main point about the Elrod-Adams model relies on its physical
interest: unlike some other models (such as the variational inequalities model), it is mass-flow preserving
and allows to obtain further information in cavitated areas, providing the saturation of the lubricant
between the surfaces. This model is widely used in tribology and appears to give satisfactory results with
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respect to mechanical experiments, at least for the stationary version of the model. The dynamic model
is also often used, but some questions where not clear, such as, for instance, the formation of cavitation.
The main goal of this note is to point out rigorously how the behavior of the pressure and saturation
crucially depends on the behavior of the gap h(t, x, y). In particular, in the best of our knowledge, by
first time in the literature, we exhibit some simple formulations for which we can prove that a cavitation
region is formed instantaneously (even for initially saturated flows). Some numerical experiments confirm
the results and allows to conjecture similar properties under more sophisticated formulations.
2. A simple mathematical formulation and the main results
Altough the techniques of this paper can be applied under a larger generality, in order to fix ideas,
we shall restrict ourselves to the simple case of a rectangular domain Ω =]0, L1[×]0, L2[; we define the
boundaries Γ0 = {L1}×]0, L2[ and Γ+ = ∂Ω \ Γ0. Introducing a time T > 0, we denote QT = (0, T )×Ω,
Σ+ = (0, T )×Γ+, Σ0 = (0, T )×Γ0. On the separation funtion h(t, x, y) between both surfaces we assume
Assumption 1 (Gap) Let h ∈ C1(QT ). There exists h, h and G such that
0 < h ≤ h(t, x, y) ≤ h and
∣∣∇h3(t, x, y)∣∣ ≤ G for any (t, x, y) ∈ QT .
Searching a simple formulation, we assume that the flow is moving with the uniform velocity v ex so
that the Elrod-Adams formulation of the hydrodynamic lubrication equation leads to the PDE
∂t (θ h)− div(h
3∇u) = −v ∂x (θ h) , u ≥ 0, θ ∈ H(u) (4)
where H(u) represents the maximal monotone graph of R2 H(u) = {0} if u < 0, H(u) = {1} if u > 0
and H(0) = [0, 1]. We must impose
u(0, ·) = u0, θ(0, ·) = θ0 ∈ H(u0) on Ω, (5)
and some of the boundary conditions. To simplify the formulation we assume that
u = 0 on Σ0. (6)
Neverthelees, for some of our results, we do not need to prescribe the concrete boundary condition satisfied
on Σ+ but merely to assume that there exists M > 0 such that
u ≤M on Σ+. (7)
Due to this ambiguity, we need to assume something that usually is a (nontrivial) result:
the comparison principle holds. (8)
We assume the reader familiarized with the notions of super and subsolution. Let us indicate that the
conditions (7), for a suitable positive constantM , and (8) hold, when we assume some concrete boundary
condition on Σ+ (see e.g. [2]). Obviously (7) is satisfied in the special case of the Dirichlet condition
u =M on Σ+. (9)
Also the comparison principle can be proved by using the techniques of the L1-accretive operators [8] but
that a more satisfactory criterium is available by using the technique of doubling variables introduced by
S.N. Kruzhkov and then extented by J. Carrillo and other authors (see e.g. [1,2] and references).
Now, let us focus on some qualitative properties of local weak solutions of (4), (5), (6) satisfying (7).
Our main contibution is to complement the propagation results obtained in Carrillo, Dı´az and Gilardi
[6] concerning the special case of h a constant, by point out how the sign of the combination ∂th+ v ∂xh
plays a crucial rol in the formation and propagation of a possible unsaturated cavitation region (where
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u = 0 and θ < 1). We start by considering the more favourable case for the formation and propagation
of the cavitation region. The following local result leads to many different global applications.
Theorem 2.1 Assume that there exists ε > 0 such that
Dth = ∂th+ v ∂xh ≥ ε, on QT . (10)
Assume that
M ≤
εmin(L1, L2/2)
2
4h
3
+ 2Gmax(L1, L2)
, (11)
and let
L ≡ L(h,M, v) :=
√
M(4h
3
+ 2Gmax(L1, L2)
ε
. (12)
Then u(t, x, y) = 0 for t ∈ (0, T ] and a.e. (x, y) ∈ Ω such that d((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L. Moreover θ(t, x, y) < 1
for any t ∈ (0, v(x− L)] and a.e. (x, y) ∈ Ω such that d((x, y),Γ+) > L.
Remark 1 The above result proves how the negative total derivative condition allows the instantaneous
formation of a cavitation region: a property which we think holds in more general conditions (see the
numerical validation). It means that there is no time relaxation between the initial time and the first time
in which the free boundary arises for a given positive initial datum. This behaviour is radically different
from the one observed for nonlinear parabolic problems of reaction-diffusion type (see, for instance, the
works of Antontsev, Dı´az and Shmarev [3] and their references) and, in the best of our knowledge, it is
proved here by firt time in the literature.
Our second qualitative property exhibits how the opposite total derivative condition on h, ensures, at
least, the conservation of the full-saturation of the fluid. Indeed, we have:
Theorem 2.2 Assume the Dirichlet condition (9) on Σ+ and assume that
Dth = ∂th+ v ∂xh ≤ 0, on QT . (13)
Assume that θ0 = 1 a.e in Ω. Then u > 0 on QT (and so θ(t, x, y) = 1 for any t ∈ [0, T ], a.e (x, y) ∈ Ω).
3. Sketch of the proofs.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We start by introducing a parameter ω ∈ (0, 1) to be indicated later. In a first step,
we construct u(t, x, y) as the unique solution of the family of stationary problems (t being a parameter)
−div(h
3∇u) + ε(1− ω)H(u) ∋ 0 in QT ,
u = 0 on Σ0, u =M on Σ+.
By adapting the results of Dı´az [7] (see Theorems 2.15 and 1.13), we conclude that u(t, x, y) = 0 for any
t ∈ (0, T ) and a.e. (x, y) ∈ Ω such that d(((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L(ω) with
L(ω) :=
√
M(4h+ 2Gmax(L1, L2)
ε(1− ω)
.
Notice that L(ω) ց L as ω ց 0 (given by (12) and that, due to the assumption (11), there exists a
ω ∈ (0, 1) for which the set of points (x, y) ∈ Ω such that d(((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L(ω) is not empty. Now, by
using (10) it is easy to check that (u, 1) is a supersolution since, for this ω, the PDE can be decomposed as
[hDtθ + ω θDth] +
[
−div(h3∇u) + (1− ω) θDth
]
= 0.
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Then, by the comparison principle (8) we conclude that u(t, x, y) = 0 for t ∈ (0, T ] and a.e. (x, y) ∈ Ω such
that d(((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L(ω). In a second step, given a point (x
0, y0) ∈ Ω such that d(((x0, y0),Γ+) ≥ L(ω),
we shall define a function θ(t, x, y) with θ ∈ H(u), for t small enough and a.e. (x, y) ∈ Ω such x ≤ x0.
This function θ is constructed as given by 1 for a.e. (x, y) ∈]0, x0[×]0, L2[, and for t ∈ [0, v(x
0 − L)],
except on the set of points Rδ(x0,y0) := {(x, y) ∈]0, x
0[×]y0 − δ, y0 + δ[ such that d(((x, y),Γ+) ≥ L(ω)}
(with 2δ < d(((x0, y0),Γ+)− L(ω)), where we take


θ(t, x, y) = 1 if (x, y) ∈ Rδ(x0,y0) and t+ v(x
0 − L) ≤ 0,
θ(t, x, y) = exp
(
−
ωε
h
(t+ v(x − L(h,M)))
)
if (x, y) ∈ Rδ(x0,y0) and t+ v(x
0 − L) > 0.
Notice that Θ(s) = exp
(
−(εω/h) s
)
verifies that Θ(0) = 1 and Θ′(s) + (εω/h)Θ(s) = 0 for s > 0. Now,
since t ∈ [0, v(x0−L)] (thanks also to the first step), we get that θ ∈ H(u) on the spacial set ]0, x0[×]0, L2[
and it is not difficult to check that (u, θ) is, there, a supersolution (by using (10)). By the comparison
principle, we get that θ(t, x0, y0) ≤ Θ(t) < 1 for any t ∈ (0, v(x0 − L)] which ends the proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let u be the unique solution of the stationary problems (t being a parameter)

−div(h
3∇u) = 0 in QT ,
u = 0 on Σ0, u =M on Σ+.
By the strong maximum principle, u > 0 on QT and by assumption (13), (u, 1) is obviously a subsolution.
4. Some numerical results
In this section, we choose Ω =]0, 2pi[×]0, 1[. The gap is given by h(t, x, y) = (1 + 0.5 cos(x)) f(t). The
initial condition is u(0, x, y) := u0(x, y) = 0.5 (1− x/2pi) and θ(0, x, y) = 1 and the boundary condition
is u = γ(u0) on (0, T )× ∂Ω, γ being the trace operator. Numerical results are obtained with a method
by Bayada, Chambat and Va´zquez [4], adapted to evolutive problems. Numerical data are the following
ones: the mesh parameters are ∆x1 = 2pi/100, ∆x2 = 1/100, the time step ∆t = v∆x1 (with v = 1).
Theorem 2.1 is illustrated by the numerical test: taking f(t) = e+1.1 t, Fig.1–2 show that cavitation
immediately appears in a significant way between t0 and t1, due to the constraint (10), and then tends
to disappear due to the influence of the boundary pressure. From a numerical point of view, a refinement
of the time step would lead to the same observations, meaning that there is no time relaxation between
the birth of cavitation and the time when (10) is satisfied.
Theorem 2.2 may be illustrated in the following way: taking f(t) = e−1.1 t in the definition of the gap
and starting from a full-satured configuration, as (13) is satisfied, then we would observe (figures have
been omitted for convenience) that no cavitation appears, even in the spatial diverging parts of the device.
Actually, even if (10) or (13) is not satisfied in the whole domain, the local behaviour of the solution still
highly depends on the constraint at a local level. This may be also illustrated when taking tha classical
configuration f(t) = 1 (i.e. stationary gap), for which it can be observed that cavitation only appears in
the spatial diverging part while no cavitation appear in the spatial converging parts of the device.
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Figure 1. Pressure at times t0, t1, t2, t4 (with ti = i∆t)
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Figure 2. Pressure at times t5, t7, t8, t9 (with ti = i∆t)
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